We’ll take it box by box
Boxchain-Moving aims to simplify and streamline the moving experience for
customers by oﬀering a transparent service structure and jargon free terms
of business; We call it the Boxchain!
Let us explain how this works!

www.boxchain-moving.com

Who are we?
Boxchain-Moving is an international household moving company based in Singapore.
Boxchain-Moving is owned and operated by Icon Relocation. We have decades of
experience in the International Moving industry and we have developed Boxchain-Moving
for the modern expatriate market in Singapore. Our services reflect the current demands
and needs of international moving in and out of Singapore. We are also part of the the
expatriate community and have experienced overseas moves ourselves. Feel free to reach
out to us to chat through any questions you have about your move.

Why choose us?
We know, there are no shortage of moving companies in Singapore, all offering the same
narrative. It’s a tricky service to purchase, because you are being sold a promise and not
something you can trust completely from the get-go. That’s why we keep our service and
charges clear and informative.
Cost is a major factor, and of course a ‘job well done’ is essential. The Boxchain-Moving
service is designed with these key points in mind.
The ‘Boxchain Lite’ service puts you in control of the move. You only pay for the volume
you use and you take care of the packing. For smaller volumes this is a service you can
feel comfortable with, added to which it’s designed to be a low cost solution. ‘Boxchain Lite
Plus’ adds the convenience of a crew packing your shipment under your direction. For full
container loads Boxchain-Moving offers our customers the ‘CTR’ service with full packing
of a 20ft or 40ft container.
Boxchain-Moving grasps the reality of the current international moving market in
Singapore. More and more people are having to pay personally for their move out of
Singapore and it’s not thrilling purchase, especially when there are so many bills and
issues to settle before leaving. We keep our overhead costs down to keep your move
costs down and we understand exactly what is required to move your personal
possessions in a professional and efficient way - Without costing the earth.

1x cubic meter to full containers!

50x50x50 cms

Our standard carton is 50x50x50
cms. Stack 8 of these together
and you have 1x cbm

We offer International moving for all sizes of moves.
A 20ft container that holds 30 cbm or a 40ft container
that holds 60 cbm

LITE

This is our popular service that allows you to take control of your
move box by box! We supply the materials and you pack up to the
volume that suits your budget. Simply pay for the volume to be
shipped! We will collect the packed boxes and deliver to residence at
destination. No extra charges, no extra fuss.

LITE+

All the advantages of Boxchain Lite with the added convenience of a
packing service. Our team will visit you with the packing materials
and work as directed by you. Boxchain Plus is useful if you have
furniture to move or higher volumes. You can mix the services.. Pack
cartons yourself and we can wrap the furniture. The choice is yours!

CTR

If you have a full household to move we can offer a fast and efficient
sole-use container (CTR) service. This means we pack and load a
20ft or 40ft container at your residence that is shipped directly to
destination.

Rates to UK by cubic meter (cbm)
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CBM

20ft Container (15-30 cbm)

40ft Container (40-60 cbm)

SGD$

5500 - 8500

10500 - 12000

Boxchain Lite

Boxchain Lite Plus

Boxchain CTR

Carton Delivery

SG $50

SG $50

INC

Packing

SG $90 per cbm

INC

INC

Export Clearance

INC

INC

INC

Freight

Shared Load

Shared Load

Direct

UK Clearance*

INC

INC

INC

Delivery

INC

INC

INC

Unpacking

-

INC

INC

*UK household shipments require a ‘Transfer of residence” (TOR) to be submitted by you to HMRC to
obtain a clearance number. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/application-for-transfer-ofresidence-tor-relief-tor01

Insurance cover is available for all moves - Please contact us for details!
• Rates are applicable for most areas of UK mainland including London and Home Counties
• Boxchain Lite & Lite+ services are based on shared load shipping. Contact us for transit
times. ‘CTR’ Container service is 5-6 weeks door to door
• Terms and conditions available http://boxchain-moving.com/resource/

Rates valid for 2020

